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Introduction 
    Pulmonary hypertension is a condition of high 

blood pressure impacting the pulmonary arteries and 

the right side of the heart. Tiny arteries in your lungs, 

called pulmonary arterioles, and capillaries get 

compressed, blocked, or killed in one type of 

pulmonary hypertension. It makes blood circulating 

into your body more complicated and increases strain 

inside the walls of the body. If the pressure increases, 

the lower right chamber of your heart (right ventricle) 

has to function harder to push blood into your lungs 

which ultimately allow your heart muscle to relax 

which collapse. Any types of pulmonary hypertension 

are extreme diseases that are slowly becoming worse, 

and often catastrophic. During the early phases the 

signs and symptoms of pulmonary hypertension 

cannot be apparent for months or even years. Signs of 

pulmonary hypertension get severe when the condition 

advances. Signs of pulmonary hypertension include: 

shortness of breath (dyspnea), primarily after exercise 

and eventually at rest; fatigue; dizziness or fainting 

spells (syncope); chest pain; swelling (edema) in the 

knees, thighs and finally in the abdomen (ascites); 

bluish hue of the lips and eyes (cyanosis). Lung 

hypertension is classified into five groups: Group 1: 

Arterial pulmonary hypertension. Identified cause, 

known as pulmonary idiopathic arterial hypertension. 

A unique gene mutation which can trigger families to 

develop pulmonary hypertension, also called heritable 

pulmonary arterial hypertension. Group 2: Lung 

dysfunction caused by lung failure on the left-hand 

side. Valvular heart failure to the left, such as mitral 

valve disorder or aortic valve failure. Lower left heart 

lobe dysfunction (upper ventricle). Group 3: Lung-

induced pulmonary hypertension. Chronic respiratory 

obstructive condition, such as emphysema.  

 

 

 
 

        Pulmonary hypertension may contribute to 

bleeding and blood coughing (hemoptysis) within the 

lungs. Diagnosis: Echocardiogram-Chest X-ray.  

        Electrocardiogram (ECG) Physicians can often find 

symptoms of right ventricle enlargement or strain.Right 

catheterization of the back. Right cardiac catheterization 

helps the specialist to specifically assess the strain in the 

major pulmonary arteries and right ventricle. 

Additional tests: Computerized tomography (CT) 

scanMagnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)-Pulmonary 
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Ventilation/Perfusion (V / Q) scan-Open Lung Biopsy. 

Medications: Oxygen Therapy: Many people with 

pulmonary hypertension can continue to breathe only 

oxygen through an oxygen mask, or by nose-fitting 

tubing. Breathing only oxygen can help ease shortness 

of breath in the pulmonary passages and can minimize 

blood pressure. Vasodilators expand narrowered 

channels of the blood. Epoprostenol is one of the most 

widely used pulmonary hypertension vasodilators. 

Epoprostenol 's downside is that its results last for a 

matter of minutes. This medication is continually 

administered via an intravenous ( IV) catheter through a 

tiny pump on your belt or shoulder, which you carry in 

a bag. Potential adverse effects of epoprostenol include 

jaw pain , fatigue, vomiting and cramps in the thighs, as 

well as IV site discomfort and infection. The source of 

the product, iloprost, should be inhaled by a nebulizer, a 

tool that vaporizes the prescription six to nine times a 

day. This heads straight through the liver as it is 

inhaled. Antagonists to the endotheline receptors. Such 

medications counteract the role of endothelin, a material 

that narrows the walls of blood vessels. These 

medications will boost the pain and energy levels. Such 

involve bosentan (Tracleer), macitentan (Opsumit), and 

ambrisentan (Letairis), among others. Sildenafil;tadalafil 

are medications used in Pulmonary hypertension is also 

handled with sildenafil (Revatio, Viagra) and tadalafil 
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(Cialis, Adcirca). Such medications function by 

widening the blood arteries in the lungs to make it 

possible for blood to pass in. Side effects may involve 

stomach pain, fatigue and trouble with vision. High-

dose antagonists to the calcium receptor. Such drugs 

tend to calm the nerves in the blood vessel walls. These 

contain medications such as amlodipine (Norvasc), 

diltiazem (Cardizem, Tiazac, and others) and 

nifedipine (Procardia, and others). Soluble Stimulator 

for guanylate cyclase (SGC). Soluble guanylate cyclase 

(SGC) stimulators (Adempas) bind with nitric oxide, 

helping to open the pulmonary arteries and reduce the 

arterial strain. Anticoagulants: Take warfarin precisely 

as recommended, but if administered inappropriately, 

warfarin will cause severe side effects. Digoxin Digoxin 

Digoxin (Lanoxin) will support a faster heart rhythm 

and pump more blood. Diuretics: They can also be used 

to reduce the accumulation of fluid in the lungs. 

Oxygen: Any persons with pulmonary hypertension 

eventually need continuous oxygen therapy. Bosentan 

for hypertension of the pulmonary artery: Oral:125 mg 

may not seem to offer any therapeutic advantage but 

may raise the risk of hepatotoxicity. Surgeries: The 

septostomy of the auricle. If the pulmonary 

hypertension is not managed by drugs, this open -heart 

operation may be an alternative. In the septostomy of 

an atrial. Transplanting a lung or heart-lung transplant 

may in some situations be an alternative, particularly 

for younger people with idiopathic pulmonary arterial 

hypertension. General preventive interventions include 

optimum weight, physical exercise and respiratory 

therapy, fertility abstinence and combined birth control 

for abortion reduction in women with PAH-intensive 

care, psychosocial assistance, seasonal flu and 

pneumonia vaccination, oral anticoagulants f or 

idiopathic and heritable PAH, diuretics, 6MW oxygen 

and nocturnal monitoring; Iron deficiency and 

subsequent anemia are normal and should be treated at 

this point.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Consultation can be received from PH professionals 

in combination with other clinicians for maternity care; 

elective, immediate and emergency surgery; and 

perioperative PAH diagnosis. Patients suspected of 

developing PAH will be referred for clarification and 

care to an specialist center involving immediate 

vasoreactivity monitoring (idiopathic PAH/heritable 

PAH/drug-induced PAH only); risk stratification and 

assessment and the most suitable treatment(s) facility. 

Patients with PAH-Similar treatments will be monitored 

by the Clinical Intervention Resource Center and 

associated clinical recommendations, including multiple 

alternative medications, end-of-life recommendations 

and referal lung transplantation. 

 

 

 


